A precise understanding of the genomic organization into transcriptional units and their regulation is essential for our comprehension of opportunistic human pathogens and how they cause disease. Using single-molecule real-time (PacBio) sequencing we unambiguously determined the genome sequence of Streptococcus pneumoniae strain D39 and revealed several inversions previously undetected by short-read sequencing. Significantly, a chromosomal inversion results in antigenic variation of PhtD, an important surfaceexposed virulence factor. We generated a new genome annotation using automated tools, followed by manual curation, reflecting the current knowledge in the field. By combining sequence-driven terminator prediction, deep paired-end transcriptome sequencing and enrichment of primary transcripts by Cappable-Seq, we mapped 1,015 transcriptional start sites and 748 termination sites. Using this new genomic map, we identified several new small RNAs (sRNAs), riboswitches (including twelve previously misidentified as sRNAs), and antisense RNAs. In total, we annotated 92 new protein-encoding genes, 39 sRNAs and 165 pseudogenes, bringing the S. pneumoniae D39 repertoire to 2,151 genetic elements. We report operon structures and observed that 9% of operons lack a 5'-UTR. The genome data is accessible in an online resource called PneumoBrowse (https://veeninglab.com/pneumobrowse) providing one of the most complete inventories of a bacterial genome to date. PneumoBrowse will accelerate pneumococcal research and the development of new prevention and treatment strategies.
INTRODUCTION
Ceaseless technological advances have revolutionized our capability to determine genome sequences as well as our ability to identify and annotate functional elements, including transcriptional units on these genomes. Several resources have been developed to organize current knowledge on the important opportunistic human pathogen Streptococcus pneumoniae, or the pneumococcus (1) (2) (3) . However, an accurate genome map with an up-to-date and extensively curated genome annotation, is missing.
The enormous increase of genomic data on various servers, such as NCBI and EBI, and the associated decrease in consistency has, in recent years, led to the Prokaryotic RefSeq Genome Re-annotation Project. Every bacterial genome present in the NCBI database was re-annotated using the so-called Prokaryotic Genome Annotation Pipeline (PGAP, (4)), with the goal of increasing the quality and consistency of the many available annotations. This Herculean effort indeed created a more consistent set of annotations that facilitates the propagation and interpolation of scientific findings in individual bacteria to general phenomena, valid in larger groups of organisms. On the other hand, a wealth of combination of several different sequencing techniques and a novel, generally applicable analysis pipeline (Figure 1) .
Using Single Molecule Real-Time (SMRT, PacBio
RS II) sequencing, we sequenced the genome of the stock of serotype 2 S. pneumoniae strain D39 in the Veening laboratory, hereafter referred to as strain D39V. This strain is a far descendant of the original Avery strain that was used to demonstrate that DNA is the carrier of hereditary information ((5) , Supplementary Figure S1 ). Combining Cappable-seq (6) , a novel sRNA detection method and several bioinformatic annotation tools, we deeply annotated the pneumococcal genome and transcriptome.
Finally, we created PneumoBrowse, an intuitive and accessible genome browser (https://veeninglab.com/pneumobrowse), based on JBrowse (7) . PneumoBrowse provides a graphical and userfriendly interface to explore the genomic and transcriptomic landscape of S. pneumoniae D39V and allows direct linking to gene expression and co-expression data in PneumoExpress (BioRxiv: https://doi.org/10.1101/283739). The reported was determined by SMRT sequencing, supported by previously published Illumina data (8, 23) . Automated annotation by the RAST (11) and PGAP (4) annotation pipelines was followed by curation based on information from literature and a variety of databases and bioinformatic tools. Right. RNA level: Cappable-seq (6) was utilized to identify transcription start sites.
Simultaneously, putative transcript ends were identified by combining reverse reads from paired-end, stranded sequencing of the control sample (i.e. not 5'-enriched). Terminators were annotated when such putative transcript ends overlapped with stem loops predicted by TransTermHP (20) . Finally, local fragment size enrichment in the paired-end sequencing data was used to identify putative small RNA features. α D39 derivative (bgaA::P ssbB -luc; GEO accessions GSE54199 and GSE69729). β The first 1 kbp of the genome file was duplicated at the end, to allow mapping over FASTA boundaries. γ Analysis was performed with only sequencing pairs that map uniquely to the genome.
annotation pipeline and accompanying genome browser provide one of the best curated bacterial genomes currently available and may facilitate rapid and accurate annotation of other bacterial genomes. We anticipate that PneumoBrowse will significantly accelerate the pneumococcal research field and hence speed-up the discovery of new drug targets and vaccine candidates for this devastating global opportunistic human pathogen.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Culturing of S. pneumoniae D39 and strain construction
S. pneumoniae was routinely cultured without antibiotics.
Transformation, strain construction and preparation of growth media are described in detail in the Supplementary Methods. Bacterial strains are listed in Supplementary  Table S1 and oligonucleotides in Supplementary Table S2 .
Growth, luciferase and GFP assays
Cells were routinely pre-cultured in C+Y medium until an OD 600 of 0.4, and then diluted 1:100 into fresh medium in a 96-wells plate. All assays were performed in a Tecan Infinite 200 PRO at 37°C. Luciferase assays were performed in C+Y with 0.25 mg·ml -1 D-luciferin, sodium salt and signals were normalized by OD 595 . Fluorescence signals were normalized using data from a parental gfp-free strain. Growth assays of lacD-repaired strains were performed in C+Y with either 10.1 mM galactose or 10.1 mM glucose as main carbon source.
DNA and RNA isolation, primary transcript enrichment and sequencing
S. pneumoniae chromosomal DNA was isolated as described previously (8) . A 
Identification of transcriptional terminators
Putative Rho-independent terminator structures were predicted with TransTermHP (20) , with a minimum confidence level of 60. Calling of 'putative coverage termination peaks' in the paired-end sequencing data of the control library is described in detail in Supplementary Methods. When such a peak was found to overlap with the 3'-poly(U)-tract of a predicted terminator, the combination of both elements was annotated as a high-confidence (HC) terminator. Terminator efficiency was determined by the total number of fragments ending in a coverage termination peak, as a percentage of all fragments covering the peak (i.e. including non-terminated fragments).
Detection of small RNA features
For each putative coverage termination peak (see above), fragments from the SAM file that ended inside the peak region were extracted. Of those reads, a peak-specific transcriptional start or termination sites, or sigma factor binding sites). 
Transcription start site identification
RESULTS
De novo assembly yields a single circular chromosome
We performed de novo genome assembly using SMRT sequencing data, followed by polishing with high-confidence
Illumina reads, obtained in previous studies (8, 23) . Since this data was derived from a derivative of D39, regions of potential discrepancy were investigated using Sanger sequencing. In the end, we needed to correct the SMRT assembly in only one location. The described approach yielded a single chromosomal sequence of 2,046,572 base pairs, which was deposited to GenBank (accession number CP027540).
D39V did not suffer disruptive mutations compared to ancestral strain NCTC 7466
We then compared the newly assembled genome with the previously established sequence of D39 (D39W, (24)), and observed similar sequences, but with some striking differences (Table 1, Figure 2A ). Furthermore, we cross- Figure S2L ). All other differences found, however, were identified in both of our stocks and are therefore likely to be more widespread. Among these differences are four more chromosomal inversion were observed. Finally, both sequences were compared to the recently released PacBio sequence of ancestral strain NCTC 7466 (ENA accession number ERS1022033). For each observed difference between the old and new assembly, the variant matching the ancestral strain is displayed in boldface. α Locus falls within the inverted ter region and the forward strain in the new assembly is therefore the reverse complementary of the old sequence (CP000410). β Region is part of a larger pseudogene in the new annotation. γ Only found in one of two D39 stocks in our laboratory. Figure S2 . One of the indels is located in the promoter region of two diverging operons, with unknown consequences for gene expression. Secondly, we found an insertion in the region corresponding to SPD_0800 (D39W annotation).
Here, we report this gene to be part of a pseudogene together with SPD_0801 (annotated as SPV_2242 Figure S3) . Finally, we observed a thymine insertion that caused SPD_0299 and SPD_0300
to be shifted into the same coding frame and form a single 1.9 kb long CDS (SPV_2142). Since the insertion was found in a homopolymeric run of thymines and the assemblies of NCTC 7466 and D39V match, it seems plausible that instead of a true indel mutation, this actually reflects a sequencing error in the D39W assembly.
Varying repeat frequency in surface-exposed protein 
Configuration of variable hsdS region matches observed methylation pattern
A local rearrangement is found in the pneumococcal hsdS locus, encoding a three-component restriction-modification system (HsdRMS). Recombinase CreX facilitates local recombination, using three sets of inverted repeats, and can thereby rapidly rearrange the region into six possible configurations (SpnD39IIIA-F). This process results in six different versions of methyltransferase specificity subunit HsdS, each with its own sequence specificity and transcriptomic consequences (26, 27) . The region is annotated in the A-configuration in D39W, while the F-configuration is predominant in D39V ( Figure 2B) . Moreover, we employed methylation data, intrinsically present in SMRT data (28) , and observed an enriched methylation motif that exactly matches the putative SpnD39IIIF motif predicted by Manso et al. (Figure 2C) .
A large chromosomal inversion occurred multiple times in pneumococcal evolution
We also observed a striking difference between D39V and D39W: a 162 kbp region containing the replication terminus was completely inverted (Figures 2A and 3) , with D39V matching the configuration of the ancestral NCTC 7466. The inverted region is bordered by two inverted repeats of 1.3 kb in length. We noticed that the xerS/dif SL site, responsible for chromosome dimer resolution and typically located directly opposite the origin of replication (29) , is asymmetrically situated on the right replichore in D39V ( Figure 3A) , while the locus is much closer to the halfway point of the chromosome in the D39W assembly, suggesting that this configuration is the original one and the observed inversion in D39V and NCTC 7466 is a true genomic change, rather than merely a sequencing artefact.
To confirm this, we performed a PCR-based assay, in which the two possible configurations yield different product sizes.
Indeed, the results showed that two possible configurations of the region exist in different pneumococcal strains; multiple D39 stocks, TIGR4, BHN100 and PMEN-14 have matching terminus regions, while the opposite configuration was found in R6, Rx1, PMEN-2 and PMEN18. We repeated the analysis for a set of seven and a set of five strains, each related by a series of sequential transformation events. All strains had the same ter orientation (not shown), suggesting that the inversion is relatively rare, even in competent cells.
However, both configurations are found in various branches phtB and phtE), we found that many of the SNPs could be explained by recombination events between these genes, rather than by random mutation. For example, extensive exchange was seen between D39V phtA and phtD (Figure 3B) . Apparently, the repetitive nature of these genes allows for intragenomic recombination, causing phtD to become mosaic, rather than well-conserved. Finally, immediately downstream of phtE (Figure 3A) , we identified a pseudogene that originally encoded a fifth histidine triad protein and which we named phtF (Figure 3C) . Figure S1) . Similarly, based on Illumina DNA-seq data, we determined that of the three clinical isolates shown in Figure   2A , only SP61 contained a similar plasmid (30) .
Automation and manual curation yield up-to-date pneumococcal functional annotation
An initial annotation of the newly assembled D39V genome was produced by combining output from the RAST annotation engine (11) and the NCBI prokaryotic genome annotation pipeline (PGAP, (4)). We, then, proceeded with exhaustive manual curation to produce the final genome annotation (see Materials and Methods for details). All annotated CDS features without an equivalent feature in the D39W annotation or with updated coordinates are listed in Supplementary Table S3 . Examples of the integration of recent research into the final annotation include cell division protein MapZ (38, 39) , pleiotropic RNA-binding proteins KhpA and KhpB/EloR (40, 41) and cell elongation protein CozE (42) .
Additionally, we used tRNAscan-SE (43) to differentiate the four encoded tRNAs with a CAU anticodon into three categories ( Supplementary Table S4 ): tRNAs used in either (i) translation initiation or (ii) elongation and (iii) the post-transcriptionally modified tRNA-Ile2, which decodes the AUA isoleucine codon (44) .
Next, using BLASTX ((12), Materials and Methods), we identified and annotated 165 pseudogenes ( Supplementary Table S5 ), two-fold more than reported previously (24 (19) .
RNA-seq coverage and transcription start site data allow improvement of annotated feature boundaries
Besides functional annotation, we also corrected the genomic coordinates of several features. First, we updated tRNA and rRNA boundaries ( Supplementary Table S4 ), aided by RNA-seq coverage plots that were built from deduced paired-end sequenced fragments, rather than from just the sequencing reads. Most strikingly, we discovered that the original annotation of genes encoding 16S ribosomal RNA (rrsA-D) excluded the sequence required for ribosome binding site (RBS) recognition (45) . Fortunately, neither RAST or PGAP reproduced this erroneous annotation and the D39V annotation includes these sites. Subsequently, we continued with correcting annotated translational initiation sites (TISs, start codons). While accurate TIS identification is challenging, 45 incorrectly annotated start codons could be identified by looking at the relative position of the corresponding transcriptional start sites (TSS/+1, described below). These TISs were corrected in the D39V annotation ( Supplementary Table S3 ). Finally, we evaluated the genome-wide quality of TISs using a statistical model that compares the observed and expected distribution of the positions of alternative TISs relative to an annotated TIS (15) .
The developers suggested that a correlation score below 0.9 is indicative of poorly annotated TISs. In contrast to the D39W (0.899) and PGAP (0.873) annotations, our curated D39V annotation (0.945) excels on the test, emphasizing our annotation's added value to pneumococcal research.
Paired-end sequencing data contains the key to detection of small RNA features
After the sequence-and database-driven annotation process, we proceeded to study the transcriptome of S. pneumoniae.
We pooled RNA from cells grown at four different conditions (BioRxiv: https://doi.org/10.1101/283739), to maximize the number of expressed genes. Strand-specific, paired-end RNA-seq data of the control library was used to extract start and end points and fragment sizes of the sequenced fragments. In Figure 4A , the fragment size distribution of the entire library is shown, with a mode of approximately 150 nucleotides and a skew towards larger fragments. We applied a peak-calling routine to determine the putative 3'ends of sequenced transcripts. For each of the identified peaks, we extracted all read pairs that were terminated in that specific peak region and compared the size distribution of that subset of sequenced fragments to the library-wide distribution to identify putative sRNAs (See Materials and Methods for more details). We focused on sRNA candidates that were found in intergenic regions. Using the combination of sequencing-driven detection, Northern blotting (Supplementary Figure S5) , convincing homology One of the detected sRNAs is the highly abundant 6S RNA (Figure 4B, left) , encoded by ssrS, which is involved in transcription regulation. Notably, both automated annotations (RAST and PGAP) failed to report this RNA feature. We observed two different sizes for this feature, probably corresponding to a native and a processed transcript. Interestingly, we also observed a transcript containing both ssrS and the downstream tRNA gene. The absence of a TSS between the two genes, suggests that the tRNA is processed from this long transcript (Figure 4B, right).
Other detected small transcripts include three type I toxin-antitoxin systems as previously predicted based on orthology (51) . Unfortunately, previous annotations omit these systems. Type I toxin-antitoxin systems consist of a toxin peptide (SPV_2132/SPV_2448/SPV_2450) and
an antitoxin sRNA (SPV_2131/SPV_2447/SPV_2449).
Furthermore, SPV_2120 encodes a novel sRNA that is antisense to the 3'-end of mutR1 (SPV_0144), which encodes a transcriptional regulator (Figure 4C) and might play a role in controlling the production of MutR1, a putative transcriptional regulator (52) .
The pneumococcal genome contains at least 24 riboswitches
Several small RNA fragments were located upstream of protein-encoding genes, without an additional TSS in between. This positioning suggests that the observed fragment may be a terminated riboswitch, rather than a functional RNA molecule. Indeed, when we compared expression profiles of 5'-UTRs (untranslated regions) and the gene directly downstream, across infection-relevant conditions (BioRxiv: https://doi.org/10.1101/283739), we found several long UTRs (>100 nt) with a significantly higher average abundance than their respective downstream genes ( Figure 5A) . Such an observation may suggest conditional termination at the end of the putative riboswitch. We queried RFAM and BSRD (22) databases with the 63 identified small RNA features, which allowed us to immediately annotate 22 riboswitches ( Supplementary Table S6 ).
Furthermore, we found a candidate sRNA upstream of pheS (SPV_0504), encoding a phenylalanyl-tRNA synthetase component. Since Gram-positive bacteria typically regulate tRNA levels using so-called T-box leaders (53), we performed a sequence alignment between nine already identified T-box leaders and the pheS leader. Based on these results, we concluded that pheS is indeed regulated by a T-box leader (Figure 4D) . pyrH, ung-mutX-pyrC) that do contain genes involved in pyrimidine metabolism but lack a putative PyrR-binding site ( Figure 5B) . As expected, expression of operons lacking a PyrR riboswitch is not affected by increasing concentrations of uridine (for example in pyrH-luc, Figure 5C ), while the putative PyrR-regulated operons are strongly repressed (for example in pyrRB-carA-luc, Figure 5D ). Finally, we tested other intermediates from uridine metabolism and observed a similar trend when uracil was added instead. Surprisingly, UMP exhibited a marginal effect on the expression of the pyrR operon, with much weaker repression than observed 
Combining putative termination peaks and predicted stem-loops to annotate terminators
Aside from the customary annotation of gene and pseudogene features, we complemented the annotation with transcriptional regulatory elements including TSSs, terminators and other transcription regulatory elements.
First, we set out to identify transcriptional terminators. Since S. pneumoniae lacks the Rho factor (57), all of its terminators will be Rho-independent. We combined the previously generated list of putative termination peaks with a highly sensitive terminator stem-loop prediction by TransTermHP coli (58) . We further compared the number of sequenced fragments ending at each termination peak with the number of fragments covering the peak without being terminated.
This allowed us to estimate the termination efficiency of each terminator in the genome, which is listed for all terminators in Supplementary Table S7 and visible in PneumoBrowse (see below).
Direct enrichment of primary transcripts allows precise identification of transcription start sites
We determined TSSs using a novel technique (Cappableseq, (6)): primary transcripts (i.e. not processed or degraded)
were directly enriched by exploiting the 5'-triphosphate group specific for primary transcripts, in contrast with the 5'-monophosphate group that processed transcripts carry.
We then sequenced the 5'-enriched library, along with a nonenriched control library, and identified 981 TSSs with at least 2.5 fold higher abundance in the enriched library than in the untreated control library. Taking into account the possibility of rapid 5'-triphosphate processing, we added 34 (lower confidence, LC) TSSs that were not sufficiently enriched, yet met a set of strict criteria (see Materials and Methods for details). The genomic distribution of these 1,015 TSSs is shown in Figure 6A . Importantly, our data could reproduce previously experimentally determined TSSs (59, 60) .
Strong nucleotide bias on transcriptional start sites
Analysis of the nucleotide distribution across all TSSs showed a strong preference for adenine (A, 63% vs. 30% genome-wide) and, to a lesser extent, guanine (G, 28% vs. 22%) on +1 positions (Figure 6B) . While it has to be noted that especially upstream regions are biased by the presence of transcriptional regulatory elements (see below), we observed a general bias around the TSSs towards sequences rich in adenine and poor in cytosine (C) (Figure 6C) . A striking exception to this rule is observed on the -1 position, where thymine (T) is the most frequently occurring base (51%) while A is underrepresented (16%).
Interestingly, similar biases are absent in Helicobacter pylori (61) , while they were observed in Escherichia coli (6) and
Salmonella enterica (62) , albeit to a lesser extent than in the pneumococcus.
Promoter analysis reveals regulatory motifs for the majority of transcription start sites
We defined the 100 bps upstream of each TSS as the promoter region and used the MEME Suite (63) to scan each promoter region for regulatory motifs (Figure 6D) , thereby identifying 382 RpoD sites (σ A , (64)), 19 ComX sites (σ X ,
) and 13 ComE sites (66) . In addition to the complete RpoD sites, another 449 promoter regions contained only a -10 (64) or an extended -10 sequence (67) . Finally, we annotated other transcription-factor binding sites, including those of CodY and CcpA, as predicted by RegPrecise (68) . Supplementary   Table S8 ) and are visualized in PneumoBrowse.
Characterization of TSSs based on genomic context and putative operon definition
Coding sequence leader analysis reveals ribosomebinding sites and many leaderless genes
We evaluated the relative distance between primary TSSs and the first gene of their corresponding operons ( Figure   7A ). Interestingly, of the 767 operons starting with a coding sequence (or pseudogene), 80 have a 5'-UTR too short to harbor a potential Shine-Dalgarno (SD) ribosome-binding motif (leaderless; Figure 7A , inset). In fact, for 69 of those (9% of all operons), transcription starts exactly on the first base of the coding sequence, which is comparable to findings in other organisms (69, 70) . Although the presence of leaderless operons suggests the dispensability of ribosomal binding sites (RBSs), motif enrichment analysis ( Figure 7B) . Fluorescence signals were comparable in all three constructs, indicating that transcription and translation of the downstream gfp was unaffected by the different luc versions (Figure 7C) . Bioluminescence assays (Figure 7D) showed, surprisingly, that the introduction of an upstream RBS had no effect on luciferase production. Additionally, the absence of signal in the strain with an early stop codon allowed us to rule out potential downstream translation initiation sites. This experiment provides direct evidence that leaderless genes can be efficiently translated.
PneumoBrowse integrates all elements of the deep
D39V genome annotation
Finally, we combined all elements of the final annotation to compile a user-friendly, uncluttered genome browser, PneumoBrowse (https://veeninglab.com/pneumobrowse, 
DISCUSSION
Annotation databases such as SubtiWiki (71) Therefore, despite the already high feature density in the current annotation, new elements may still be elucidated in the future.
We showed that D39V strongly resembles the ancestral strain NCTC 7466, although it has lost the cryptic plasmid pDP1 and contains a number of single-nucleotide mutations. Larger discrepancies were observed with the previous D39 assembly ((24), Table 1 ). Upon comparison to several other pneumococcal strains, we identified multiple large chromosomal inversions (Figure 2) . Although the inversion observed in D39V contained the terminus of replication, it created an asymmetry in replichore length, visible both in the location of the dif/Xer locus (Figure 3A) and the direction of encoded features (Figure 6A) . Such inversions are likely to be facilitated by bordering repeat regions. In this context, the many identified repeat regions (i.a. BOX elements, RUPs and IS elements) may play an important role in pneumococcal evolution, by providing a template for intragenomic recombination or inversion events (74, 75) .
We further unveiled the mosaic nature of pneumococcal histidine triad proteins, and especially vaccine candidate PhtD, variation of which is facilitated both by the aforementioned chromosomal inversion and more local recombination events. This observation expands the set of previously identified highly variable pneumococcal antigens (76, 77) .
Despite the differences observed with NCTC 7466, D39V is genetically stable under laboratory conditions, as both the hsdS locus and the ter configuration are identical in all analyzed derivative strains (not shown). Additionally and importantly, D39V is virulent in multiple infection models (78) (79) (80) (81) , making it an ideal, stable genetic workhorse for pneumococcal research. Therefore, the strain will be made available to the community through the PHE National
Collection of Type Cultures (NCTC).
Besides annotating 1,877 CDSs, 12 rRNAs, 58 tRNAs and 165 pseudogenes, we identified and annotated 39 sRNAs and 24 riboswitches ( Table 2, Supplementary   Table S6 , Figure 5 ). We look forward to seeing future studies into the function of the newly identified sRNAs. The novel sRNA detection method employed, based on fragment size distribution in paired-end sequencing data (Figure 4) , while already sensitive, can probably be further improved by employing sRNA-specific library techniques.
Finally, to understand bacterial decision-making, it is important to obtain detailed information about gene expression and regulation thereof. Therefore, we identified transcriptional start sites and terminators (Figure 6) , sigma 
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